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Welcome, 

FOLLOW HINA @COACHWITHHINA 

I'm firm believer that you can be a millionaire and you should be. Jim Rohn
said “Everyone should have a goal of earning one million dollars” and he was
right and I think it is especially true for women and BIPOC….why? Because
money talks. Money can change your well-being, family, your community and
more.

We have been told that to desire to
make money means we are:
+ Greedy
+ Selfish
+ Shallow
+ Arrogant

I am here to call BULLSHIT on that.
That dangerous narrative has kept
wealth out of reach for so many of
us.
⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀

Money amplifies who you are, so
yes if you are an asshole you are
going to be a rich asshole. If you
are kind person you are going to be
a rich kind person. Money doesn’t
change you it brings more of YOU
to the surface. I want to show you
that here... not just once but how
my clients have achieved
exponential growth over and over
again... because if they can do it, so
can you.



Who Is Hina?
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Self Made Millionaire | Peak Performance Coach |
Registered Psychotherapist (inactive) | Thought Leader

As a peak performance coach and registered psychotherapist (inactive), I
have been a student of the mind, human behaviour, and human potential

for over a decade. What you can expect from me is someone who will help
you challenge and explore the thoughts and beliefs that hold you back. I

will walk with you as we reprogram your subconscious programming so that
you get the kinds of results you want. 

I make regular appearances on television
as a resident expert. As a Toronto-based
coach and the go-to expert for a variety of
national networks such as CBC’s, CTV’s,

WNetwork,  CITYLINE and more, I’ve
helped dozens of executives, mid-career
professionals, and entrepreneurs through

my tailored coaching methodology that
transcends disciplines and industries.



Hina's Method
The Self Made Millionaire Coaching Method

I work with my clients in a group setting over a six month period. I am firm
believer that group coaching is just as powerful as individual coaching.  

The main pillars we focus on during the six months are: 

The millionaire mindset you need to have to thrive. Not just survive
but truly thrive in the life you have always dreamt of.  

Re-evaluating your current offerings, what to keep and what to let go of.
What sort of team you need to bring on to achieve your goals, and what

that next level business looks like (and act from there). 
 

How to hold onto your success. This is not a five minutes of fame type
of success that we are working on building. This is success that I want

to last a lifetime for you, and it comes with ease!  
 

We look at how to look at your numbers and cash flow. But not just
what you currently have or expected to bring in. What you actually

want to call on, the confidence of the person who achieves that, and
so much more at a deeper level.  



The Results
Biggest Hesitation To Joining The
Program  

ANDREA HENRY 
OCCUPATION: SMALL BUSINESS LAWYER

Cost. Worst case scenario and what ifs
danced around in her mind as she toyed
with joining. What Andrea did different
was she let those go. She knew this was
going to work and she made it work. She
figured out the investment and stopped at
nothing to succeed.  
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Biggest Wins After Joining:

Within SIX MONTHS of the year she
made more money than she would in one
whole year!
She was able to take a full month off to
spend time with her children. Something
she never could imagined doing before
this work.  

She is living her dream life because she
made a choice that she wasn't available
for anything less! 



Biggest Hesitation To Joining
Thinking Into Results:  Would this
really work? Was she going to
achieve her dreams? 

DRINA PETRINA
OCCUPATION: FOUNDER OF CRO WEAR 
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Biggest Wins After Joining:
Drina had a revenue explosion! (And she
tracked it on a graph above!)  After joining
Thinking Into Results. She has 10xed her
monthly revenue in 12 months.
She realized the how it happened didn't
matter. What mattered was she held the
belief that she could do that, she took
everything she has learned throughout
the program and applied it.  What came
next was abundance overflowing in ways
that were never expected. 



Biggest Hesitation To Joining
Thinking Into Results:  

TIA SLIGHTHAM
OCCUPATION: PARENTING COACH

She was worried it wasn't the right time.
She was enrolled in other programs, and
worried she wouldn't have enough time to
show up in this program as well. What
she did instead of feeding the fear was
she made the decision from her next
level. That next level version trusted her
gut.
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Biggest Wins After Joining:

She removed all doubt and changed her
actions/behaviour match the belief. 

That resulted in her creating her
millionaire mindset and DRASTICALLY
INCREASED HER REVENUE OVER
6000%, her pricing, and more. She is
sharing more of HER to her clients and
prospects.



THE  SELF MADE MILLIONAIRE
ARE YOU NEXT?

I'M LOOKING TO WORK WITH A CERTAIN KIND OF PERSON,
MAYBE THAT'S YOU?  THE ONE WHO IS COMMITTED TO

THEIR GROWTH AND ACHIEVING THEIR NEXT LEVEL.

THEN THINKING INTO RESULTS IS
WHERE YOU NEED TO BE! JOIN HERE! 
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ARE YOU READY TO CREATE NOT JUST THAT KIND OF
ABUNDANCE? BUT THAT KIND OF LIFE? 

IF YOU'RE READY TO: 
+ GAIN THE CONFIDENCE OF A SELF-

MADE MILLIONAIRE
- CHANGE YOUR LIFE, YOUR FAMILY'S

LIFE , AND CLIENT'S LIVES
+AND ARE READY FOR THE RESULTS

NOW, NOT A YEAR FROM NOW ...

https://hinakhan.pages.ontraport.net/TIRSTANDARD?fbclid=IwAR0b4K-PaUPBKCCMw_4wByQMOJqiEYz26OxtzkPL54vzvFIEE6QKs8Y73zI

